
Your Choice Presentation Assignment: 

Student will give a presentation in class choosing from the following three options: 

1. Lincoln Douglas Debate (partner required, both must agree) 

2. Oral Interpretation (individual) 

3. Historical Address Speech (individual)  

Grade will be either worth one major grade or two daily grades (TBD by teacher)  

Preparation Instructions/requirements: 

1. Debate- student will work with a partner and write a debate using one of the following topics: Coke vs. 

Dr. Pepper, McDonalds vs. Burger King, or Apple vs. Android. 

One student will debate the affirmative side (for), the other student will debate the negative side 

(against). Student must follow the Lincoln-Douglas format (attached below) for the debate round.  

Student must turn in script for the side that they are arguing.  

 
 

 

2. Oral Interpretation- Student will choose one of the following themes: Companionship (love, family, 

friendship) jealousy, power, vanity, war, wisdom, youth/beauty (human or nature), or theme of 

choosing-must be approved. With this theme, the student will then use cuttings from a song (lyrics), 

book/ and or play (literature), and poem to create a piece to be presented oral interpretation style, in 

front of the class. Each cutting must be at least one paragraph (4 to 5 sentences), giving a total of at least 

3 paragraphs.  

 

 



 

(Ex.) Theme: Nature-Season of Summer 

(Song Lyrics: Cutting from: Summertime by: Kid Rock) 

Splashing through the sand bar, talking by the campfire 
It’s the simple things in life, like when and where 

We didn’t have no internet 
But man I never will forget Singing Sweet home Alabama all summer long 

Now nothing seems as strange as when the leaves began to change 

Or how we thought those days would never end. 

(Literature: Cutting from Memories of Summertime by K. Lacouture) 

There’s a variety of smells in the air during summer time. The specific smell depends  

on the time of day. For instance in the mornings, the smell of wet grass permeates, of the neighbors 

freshly cut lawn. Later that afternoon, the smell of smoked meat drifts from across the street, as a family 

enjoys a backyard bar-b-que.    

(Poem: In Summer by Leona Mahoney) 

Pour on lotion, rub it in, perfect for my summer skin. 

On my bike, or in the pool, a sip of water keeps me cool. 

Snow cones and ice-cream, or a slice of apple pie,  

enjoyed as fireworks burst in the sky.  

Shades are on, flip-flops too, in summer there’s so much to do! 

3. Historical Address- Students will need to choose one of the addresses off the list from this link/web 

address: https://www.americanrhetoric.com/top100speechesall.html 

Once the speech has been chosen, the student will then write a short speech /large paragraph about the chosen 

historical address, (basically a speech about a speech).  

The following information must be included in the speech: 

 Who wrote/gave the address? 

 When was the address given? 

 Where was the address given? 

 What was the address about? 

 Why was the address given? 

 A quote from the address 

 An interesting fact about the address, or person who gave the address 

(Ex. Historical Address Speech)  

From the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in Washington D.C, this well-known quote “I have a dream” was repeated nine 

times within almost 17 minutes. The infamous “I have a dream” address was delivered by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on 

August 28th, 1963. This address is considered to be the most popular speech given in the United States and even within 

other surrounding countries. It is ranked first on the list for American Rhetorical. This speech was given to recognize the 

changes being made in the United States, in relation to racial equality.  Descriptively promoting civil rights within the 

nation, in the address  King states “I have a dream that one day this nation will rise up and live out the true meaning of 

its creed: "We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal." Dr. King was not afraid to speak out 

about the need for our nation to recognize the importance of the issues we were facing. He spoke on behalf of his belief, 

as well as many others, to be strong, courageous and to never give up hope.  

*Each student is required to turn in a typed page with the manuscript of what will be presented. 

https://www.americanrhetoric.com/top100speechesall.html

